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In the first picture I tend to see Santa Claus and Black Pete on Mars, embracing each other (Nasa,
Curiosity cited in Burnett, Sol 538). This Santa Claus took part in the Council of Nicea in 325 A.D.
He supported the idea of the pagan doctrine of trinity that was implemented into official christianity.
This means that there is something dark about this Santa Claus. There is also the black and white
contrast  with Black Pete which reminds us of the dualism of the Pillars of Hercules in Plato’s
Atlantis story. 

What to make of Santa and Pete on Mars? First there is the religious dimensions that roots in the
Council of Nicea. Secondly, nothing happens for nothing. Santa and Pete KNEW that they were
being photographed by the Curiosity Cam. Instead of stealing this alien robot of their neighbouring
planet earth they decided to embrace each other in front of the camera. They showed “peace” to our
world instead of hostility. The Martians KNOW that we send from time to time robots to their
planet. They seem to leave our space ships alone and seemingly pay no attention to it. If they would
steal our robots, we could see this on Earth as an act of hostility. Maybe there is even a law on Mars
that prohibits all Martians to touch our space ships. 

But how long will the Martians stay peacefully to us? Until the coming antichrist has revealed
himself to our world, the earth? As far as I know it was mister Burnett who identified the two
persons in this picture, Sol 538. I discovered the figures of Santa Claus and Black Pete in the image.
Another pic of Black Pete I could identify in the Lorri Driver on Pluto (Nasa, New Horizons, cited
in Waring, 2015, photo, Lorri Driver). This picture was taken by the New Horizons. 

Santa Claus and Black Pete are icons who belong very much to the Netherlands, which is my home
country. Anno 2019 tensions have rised regarding the figure of Black Pete. Some people consider
him as a racist caricature. This means that the Martians “KNOW” what is going on on earth, even in
Holland. They might have shown us how to make peace with each other by simply embracing each
other. One detail: Black Pete is carrying a weapon on his leg. What is it and why? The Dutch Black
Pete is famous for his “cane”. The Martian Black Pete seems to carry a real weapon. 
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